
 
Vegetable Battery



Question

 I will be testing which vegetable works best as a battery.



Research
● For this project you should use non organic vegetables because they are 

grown in a different way and apticulary do not work as good as normal 
vegetables.

● This project must be done in the same location every time making the 
temperature of the house or outside the same and receiving a more 
positive result. 

● When using the Voltage meter keep the same side for each vegetable. For 
instance if I use the black side on the nail and the red side on the penny 
for the beets, I should keep it the same for the other vegetables too. 

● Keep the voltage meter as still as possible for better results. 



Hypothesis
 My hypothesis is that the potato will be used best as a battery because it is 
very soft and has a lot of juice inside it and the nail and penny should be able 
to go into the vegetable very easily. The inside is very moist but firm at the 
same time. 



Materials
 For this experiment you will need vegetables:

● Two cauliflower heads
● Two Carrots ( Whole carrot stick )
● Two potatoes
● Two beet’s
● Two Broccoli Heads
● A Voltage Meter
● Penny
● Nail ( The nail you can hammer into a wall )



Procedure
1. Gather all your materials
2. Put the nail in one half of your vegetable and the penny on the other half 

of the vegetable
3. Use the voltage meter and put the black side to the nail, and the red side 

to the penny. ( You can put any color on either one just keep it on the 
same side, this is how I did it )

4. Keep the voltage meter flat on the penny and nail and stay as still as 
possible the record your data on a piece of paper.

5. Repeat this process with every veggitable



Results and Data
1. First place is  the Potato
2. Second place is the Cauliflower
3. Third place is the Carrot
4. Fourth place is beets
5. Fifth place in the broccoli

    The potato’s overall score was 973-978Vdcm. The Cauliflower overall 
score is 634-639Vdcm. The Carrot’s overall score is 557-567Vdcm. The 
Beets overall score was 447-496Vdcm. Lastly, the broccoli overall score 
was 380-489Vdcm. 



Data Table and Graph
Data Table

Potato 975-978Vdcm 973Vdcm  973-978Vdcm

Carrot 573-538Vdcm 567Vdcm 557-567Vdcm

Beet 452-447Vdcm 496Vdcm 447-496Vdcm

Broccoli

Cauliflower

489Vdcm

639Vdcm

380-383Vdcm

634Vdcm
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634-639Vdcm

Graph



Conclusion
    In the final results the evidence shows that the potato did the best. My hypothesis was 
correct that the potato would do the best. The reason the potato did the best was because 
the outside structure was very firm and stiff, while the inside was a little stiff but stored lots of 
juices. The vegetable that came in second was the cauliflower and it sustained a stiff outside 
and also a stiff inside and did not have as much juice inside like the potato did, but still did 
very well. The third place vegetable was the carrot, having a firm structure and a stiff interior. 
Then fourth place was the Beets, Very firm structure and a soft, juicy interior. Last place was 
the broccoli, the reason it was last is because it was very flimsy and always wanted to break 
apart.
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